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Evaluation of Dental Root Fracture Using
Computed Tomography
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Objective: To evaluate the application of cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) in the
detection of dental root fractures and to analyse the demographic profile of these fractures.
Methods: The study group comprised 398 teeth that were examined by CBCT for determining
whether they had a root fracture. Patient characteristics were recorded, and the location, fractured roots, fracture types and three-dimensional images of the related skeletal structures were
analysed. Two experienced oral radiologists independently analysed each case and reached
a consensus, and the diagnosis was graded in one of the following three categories: fracture
definitely present (FDP), fracture probably present (FPP) and no visible fracture (NVF).
Results: Among these teeth, 155 (39.0%) were diagnosed as FDP, 14 (3.5%) as FPP and 229
(57.5%) as NVF in the consensus reading. During follow-up, all teeth diagnosed as FDP and
4 of the 14 teeth diagnosed as FPP were intra-operatively demonstrated to be fractured. In
FDP cases, 60.0% of the patients were aged from 50 to 69 years. In total, 107 FDP teeth were
non-endodontically treated, and the remaining were endodontically treated with (n = 16) or
without (n = 32) crown placement. The maxillary and mandibular molars were most frequently
affected (81.9%). The fractured roots were mostly palatal (65.7%) in maxillary molars and
mesial (84.2%) in mandibular molars. The fractures were characterised as vertical (n = 84),
horizontal (n = 34), oblique (n = 5) and complicated (n = 32) fractures.
Conclusion: The application of CBCT is valuable for the diagnosis of root fracture.
Key words: cone-beam computed tomography, dental root fracture, imaging diagnosis

T

eeth with root fractures have a complete or an
incomplete fracture that extends through the root
of the tooth1. Often, these fractures extend through the
pulp to the periodontal ligament. The presence of a
root fracture is often associated with a poor prognosis.
Depending on the size and location of the fracture, treatment ranges from partial root resection to extraction2. A
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definitive diagnosis is essential to avoid inappropriate
treatment. However, it is often difficult to reach an accurate diagnosis on the basis of the presenting signs and
symptoms because these symptoms are often variable or
nonspecific1,2. Conventional radiographs can be helpful
for the diagnosis when the x-ray beam is parallel to the
plane of the fracture, but this is not likely to occur most
of the time. Superimposition of neighboring structures
further limits the ability to detect root fractures when
using conventional radiographs3. Cone-beam computed
tomography (CBCT) provides high-resolution images
in three planes and is now commonly used in dental
practice4. Despite the above-mentioned advantages of
this technique, a comprehensive analysis of the value of
CBCT images in the diagnosis of root fracture needs to
be performed5. The aim of this study is to evaluate the
application of CBCT for the diagnosis of root fractures
that do not originate from emergent trauma, and to determine the demographic profile of these fractures.
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The CBCT images of 398 teeth from 375 consecutive
patients were analysed. The patients were referred to oral
radiologists by endodontists or periodontists to determine the presence of a dental root fracture between May
2004 and Dec 2008. CBCT was performed in response to
the existence of a suspicious fracture line on dental radiographs, or the existence of one or a combination of the
following manifestations: long-term pain, periodontal
pocket, abscess, sensitivity to palpation or percussion,
and a fracture line that was not definitively observed on
dental radiographs. In all cases, the initial dental radiographs had been read carefully and the necessity of a
CBCT examination had been justified by oral radiologists. The purpose of performing a CBCT examination
included: (i) to determine the presence of a root fracture,
(ii) to determine the location and size of the fracture,
and (iii) to analyze the appearance of the periapical and
periradicular bone. Teeth for which clear and legible
CBCT images could not be obtained were excluded from
the present study. Cases of root fractures that might be
related to emergent trauma were also excluded.
The 3DX CT (3D Accuitomo, J Morita, Kyoto,
Japan) had a radiation field 30 mm in height and 40
mm in width at the centre of rotation. The imaging time
was 17.5 s at 80 kV and 5 mA. Reconstructed slices
of 0.5 mm thickness and 360° rotation were routinely
used. The voxel dimension of the reconstructed image
was 0.125 × 0.125 × 0.125 mm. The 3DX images were
optimised for the visualisation of the affected teeth by
adjusting the re-slicing angle in the 3D planes.
For each case, the following parameters were documented (all of these were collected from the CBCT
database and the medical records of the patients):
• age
• gender
• tooth number and location
• treatment history
- no root canal treatment
- root canal treatment
- root canal treatment with crown placement
• radiographic appearance of the neighboring alveolus
- nearly normal appearance
- periapical lesion (bone loss at the apex of the tooth
that is considered more than a thickened periodontal
ligament)
- periradicular lesion (bone loss at the lateral surfaces of the root)
- combined periodontal-endodontic lesion.
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root fracture. They recorded their response on a threepoint probability scale as follows: 1 = fracture definitely
present (FDP), 2 = fracture probably present (FPP) and 3
= no visible fracture (NVF). The CBCT findings of root
fractures were characterised by separation of the adjacent root segments on at least two contiguous sections
without the continuation of the hypoattenuated line into
the adjacent tissue; moreover, the hypoattenuated line
must be detectable in at least two of the 3D planes. Cases
with metallic restorations or root fillings usually exhibited multiple hypoattenuated and hyperattenuated linear
artefacts. These artefacts often traversed the root and
adjacent bone and were usually considered negative for
root fracture. These criteria were based upon the standards of conventional CT suggested by Youssefzadeh6
and were slightly modified according to the authors’
experience. After independently reading the images, the
two oral radiologists compared their findings, discussed
and achieved a consensus. Teeth diagnosed as FDP or
FPP in consensus were followed up for a period of 3 to
6 months and assessed at surgery (namely extraction,
amputation or root-end resection). During surgery, fractures were diagnosed when a separation of fragments was
observed or when lines were darker than the surrounding
tooth structure. For each tooth, special care was taken
to avoid intraoperative damage to the involved roots.
Statistical analyses were conduced using SPSS (version
11.0, SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). The kappa coefficient
was calculated to determine the reliability and reproducibility of the CBCT evaluation of the two radiologists.
The level of significance was set at P < 0.05.
Results
Out of the 375 patients, 190 were female and 185 were
male. Their ages ranged from 12 to 81 years, with a
median of 50 years. Among the 398 teeth evaluated,
199 teeth had never been endodontically treated; the
remaining 199 teeth had been endodontically treated
with (n = 79) or without (n = 120) crown placement.
The two oral radiologists were referred to as radiologist A and radiologist B. Radiologist A diagnosed 163
teeth as FDP, 17 teeth as FPP and 218 teeth as NVF.
Radiologist B diagnosed 154 teeth as FDP, 19 teeth as
FPP and 225 teeth as NVF. In a consensus reading, 155
teeth were diagnosed as FDP, 14 teeth were FPP and
229 teeth were NVF. The kappa coefficient between
the two radiologists was 0.81; between the readings
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Fig 1 Age distribution of 143 patients with teeth diagnosed as
‘fracture definitely present’.

Fig 2 Distribution of tooth locations of 155 teeth diagnosed as
‘fracture definitely present’.

Fig 3 Vertical root fracture of the left maxillary 2nd premolar.

Fig 4 Horizontal fracture affecting three roots of the right
maxillary 2nd molar.

of radiologist A and the consensus reading, 0.88; and
between the readings of radiologist B and the consensus reading, 0.91.
The 155 teeth diagnosed as FDP in the consensus
reading were acquired from 143 patients. Among these
patients, 134 suffered root fracture of a single tooth,
whereas nine patients presented with two teeth fractured. Among these teeth, 107 had never been endodontically treated, and the remaining 48 teeth had been
endodontically treated with (n = 16) or without (n = 32)
crown placement. The distribution of patients’ age and
tooth location is shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
During the follow-up, 150 teeth were extracted and root
fracture was confirmed during extraction; the remaining
five teeth had the affected root amputated, and there
was also evidence of root fracture. Finally, the clinical

signs and symptoms were completely eliminated for
these teeth after extraction or amputation.
A total of 134 teeth showed a fracture occurring in
only one root (Fig 3), and the remaining 21 teeth showed
a fracture occurring in at least two roots (Fig 4). Among
the 134 teeth with one fractured root, 84 teeth showed
vertically oriented fractures (Figs 3 and 5), 34 teeth
showed horizontally oriented fractures (Fig 4), five teeth
showed obliquely orientated fractures (Fig 6), and 11
teeth showed complicated fractures (Fig 7). Therefore,
the root fractures were characterised as vertical fracture,
horizontal fracture, oblique fracture or complex fracture. Among the 70 maxillary molars diagnosed as FDP,
palatal root fracture was present in 46 (65.7%) molars.
Among the 57 mandibular molars diagnosed as FDP, the
mesial root fracture was present in 48 (84.2%) molars.
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Fig 5 Vertical root fracture of the mesial root of the right mandibular 1st molar.

Fig 6 Oblique root fracture of the left maxillary 2nd molar
(double arrow) and vertical root fracture of the left maxillary
1st molar.

The skeletal appearance of teeth in the FDP group is
shown in Figure 8. Among the 14 teeth diagnosed as FPP,
four teeth were extracted and confirmed with root fracture during the 6-month follow-up. Among the 229 teeth
diagnosed as NVF, two teeth were extracted and found to
have minimal root fractures during the follow-up.
Discussion

Fig 7 Complicated fracture in the mesial root of the
left mandibular 2nd molar.

Fig 8 Appearance of the periapical and periradicular bone of
the 155 teeth diagnosed as ‘fracture definitely present’.
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A number of radiographic signs provide either conclusive or suggestive evidence of root fracture, including
actual separation of root fragments, radiolucent fracture
lines, radiopaque signs, halo-like apical radiolucency,
periodontal-like bone lesions and loosening of retrofilling material2. However, the radiographic evidence of
fracture is often absent even when the fracture is readily
apparent at surgical exposure. In a study of 375 cases,
Rud et al6 found that a fracture line was observed on dental radiographs in only 35.7% of the cases. In Youssefzadeh’s7 study, 28 teeth were proven to be fractured at
the time of the operation, and the sensitivity of dental
radiography in the assessment of vertical fractures was
25%. The factors influencing the sensitivity may include
the following: the plane of the x-ray beam may not be
parallel to the plane of the fracture; the fracture may be
obscured by neighboring skeletal structures, posts or
root canal filling materials; or early stages of incomplete
fracture, in which there are subtle fissures with no separation of the adjacent segments, are not detectable2,7,8,9.
The advantages of CBCT over conventional CT are
lower cost, smaller machine size and smaller radiation
dose5,10. The probability of detecting root fractures is
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expected to be higher due to the high spatial resolution
and convenience of 3D adjustment for visualisation.
In the present study, approximately 39% of the teeth
were diagnosed as FDP, which meant that at least one
fracture line was identified among the teeth. Moreover,
these teeth were confirmed to be fractured during the follow-up. This indicated that the diagnostic criteria in this
study were highly reliable for detection of a root fracture.
A total of 57.5% of the study samples were diagnosed
as NVF. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that the
artefacts from metallic restorations and filling materials
might shield the fracture line on CBCT slices, and this
might cause an underestimation of the occurrence of root
fractures. On the basis of the symptoms and the CBCT
images, these teeth could be followed up after endodontic or periodontal treatment; or otherwise, they should
be extracted if they were found at the time of the operation to be truly fractured. In any case, the CBCT images
showing the microanatomy of the tooth and adjacent
structures were helpful in deciding the treatment options.
Merely 3.5% of the study population was diagnosed as
FPP. This indicated that while a fracture line was seen,
it could not be fully differentiated from the artefacts of
imaging. These cases necessitated intensive follow-up.
Although root fracture was diagnosed on the basis of the
authors’ experience, the inter- and intra-rater reliability
was good, as demonstrated by the statistical analysis.
Age seems to predispose the patient to a root fracture.
Tamse et al11 evaluated 92 vertically fractured endodontically treated teeth from 90 patients and found that more
than 50 patients were more than 45 years of age. In the
Cohen et al12 study of 227 teeth with vertical root fractures, 86.79% of the patient population was older than 40
years. This was confirmed in the present study, in which
the age of 60% of the patient population ranged from 50
to 69 years. The reasons why older individuals may have
a tendency to develop these fractures could be that their
teeth have been in physical use for a long period, and
these individuals are more likely to have had extensive
operative or endodontic procedures.
The location of the affected tooth is also a factor that
influences root fractures. In the Tamse11 study, root
fractures were predominantly observed in premolars
(52%). Cohen’s12 study indicated that vertical root
fractures were statistically more prevalent in maxillary
premolars (23.35%) and mandibular molars (42.74%)
than the other teeth. However, in the present study,
fractures were observed more frequently in the maxillary molars (45%) and mandibular molars (37%) – the
maxillary premolars were affected in only 12% of the
group. This was probably due to the sampling difference and the status of treatment.
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cases. In Tamse’s11 study, lateral radiolucency
plus
the combination of periapical and lateral radiolucency
was present in 63% of the cases. In the present study,
periradicular radiolucency plus combined periodontalendodontic lesions were present in 64.5% of the FDP
cases. In cases where progressive periradicular bone
loss was detected following root canal treatment, a root
fracture would be suspected, even if a fracture line was
not definitively identified.
In summary, CBCT provided high-quality images
that were helpful for the detection of root fractures and
related radiographic signs.
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